INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate natural processes [7] in a non-commutative setting. This enables us to prove that the Doob-Meyer decompositions in Section 3 of [2] and in [3] are unique and allows some sharpening of the results on bracket processes in [3] . In Section 2 we introduce Nelson's "regular processes" [8] t in o our non-commutative setting and show that (IX,]') is a regular process for a wide class of martingales (X,). It is interesting to note that for these martingales the increasing part of their (unique) Doob-Meyer decomposition is given by the integra! of the mean forward derivative of (IX, I').
The organisation of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we reformulate naturalness so that it may be used in the non-commutative setting. In Section 2 the non-commutative setting is summarised, natural processes introduced and some examples of natural processes given. Nelson's Rl processes are introduced and it is shown that any Rl process has a unique *Present address: Department of Mathematics, Kings College, Strand, London WCZR 2LS, England. decomposition into a martingale and natural L '-process. In the latter part of Section 2 we consider a weakening of naturalness suggested by our work in [2, 4] . We introduce the terms nearly natural and tempered but with some reluctance for we have only one example of a tempered filtration. Perhaps the reader can supply another? In Section 3 we consider the Clifford probability gage space and apply the results of Section 12.
NATURAL PROCESSES OVER A STOCHASTIC BASE
One use of the concept of a natural increasing process is that it implies uniqueness of the Doob-Meyer decomposition of supermartingales (or submartingales). We wish to reformulate Meyer's notion of a natural process 17 ] in such a way that it may be employed within the non-commutative framework of processes over a probability gage space. Let (Q,. P, P) be a complete probability space and let (fl be a right continuous filtration indexed by iP + = [0, co): thus, (,fl is an increasing family of sub o-algebras of.iF such that .<=(J,,,.<, tERt.
(It is also assumed that each .< contains all P-negligible sets.) A process (A,) is said to be increasing if A, E L '(Q. 5, P) for each t 3 0 and if t tt A, is almost surely increasing. right continuous and null at t = 0. ' Let E denote the expectation and, for t E I'+, let E, denote the conditional expectation given ,<. For each s > 0, the martingale convergence theorem implies the existence of the limit Y, = lirntTy E,(Y) (both in L' and almost surely) for any YE L"'(0, 7-, P). DEFINITION 1.1. An increasing process (A,) is natural if, for any YE L"(R,.P,P) and any t > 0, where the integrals are pathwise Stieltjes integrals over (0, t]. Note that {O} has zero measure with respect to dA. (Strictly speaking, Y, and E,y(Y) should be replaced by right continuous modifications in Eq. 1.1. For details we refer to [ 71.) Now, whilst the components making up Eq. I. 1 have obvious analogues within the operator-theoretic framework of noncommutative integration theory, it is not at all clear how one should define the analogue of the pathwise Stieltjes integrals (unless the integrands are L' continuous). To circumvent this difficulty, we shall reformulate Eq. 1.1 thus making it amenable to generalization.
Let t > 0 be given, and let u,, = {s{ ,..., si,} with 0 = s;f < s',' < ... < si,, = t, I Throughout this paper our notation will suppress the dependence of a process upon ((0 E R. n E n\l, be a sequence of subdivisions of [0, t] such that mesh on -+ 0 as n -+ co. For each n, set and Then, for any s E (0, t], "Y, + Y,-almost surely and Yt -+ E,(Y) almost surely as it + co (here one uses the right continuity of E,(Y)).
Let (A,) be an increasing process. Then A, is integrable and so it is almost surely finite, positive and increasing with s. It follows that, with probability one, (A,) defines a finite Stieltjes measure on (0, t]. Hence = E( YA,).
Thus, we can rewrite Eq. 1.1 as
for all t > 0 and all YEL")(fi,F,P). We shall use Eq. 1.2 as the definition of a natural process over a probability gage space. (This is the rationale for Definition 7.9 of [2]).
PROCESSES OVER A PROBABILITY GAGE SPACE
Let (3, t) be a probability gage space: thus 2I is a finite von Neumann algebra and z is a faithful, central, normal state on U. Let (2I,) be a filtration indexed by IR ' t; i.e., (a,) is an increasing family of von Neumann subalgebras of '?I. For 1 < p < co, Lp('u, r) is the completion of '?I with respect to the norm ]/ x]lP = r(]~]~)*'~, x E ?I, and Lm('U, r) = '?I equipped with the operator norm. For each p E [ 1, co) the completion may be identified with a subspace of the (measurable) operators affiliated with ?I 19, lo]. This makes it possible to consider (strong) products X . Y with XE L"('u). YE Lp(21), l/p + l/q = 1. We shall denote by M, the conditional expectation given a,, t E P +. Of particular importance is the fact that M, is an Lp contraction of Lp(%, r) onto Lp(U,, r) for each 1 < p < co. Further details may be found in 12, 31 and references therein. SinceA,EL'('ZI,,.r). we conclude that A, = 0.
Clearly the set of natural processes forms a linear space. We also note that if Eq. 2.1 holds for some t > 0, then it holds for 0 < s < t. To see this. 3. An LP-martingale is an LP-process (X,) such that MJ, = X, V 0 < s < t. An L"-supermartingale (resp. submartingale) is an LP-process (A J such that M,A f < As (resp. M,A, > A,) V 0 < s < t. For the meaning of < for densely defined operators see [9, lo] .
The next result says that most martingales are not natural. PROPOSITION Hence Eq. 2.1 implies that 7(YZt) = 0 for all YE Lm, and therefore Z, = 0 for each t E R'.
Q.E.D. Q.E.D.
As an immediate corollary, we see that if an L'-process has a decomposition into the sum of martingale and a natural L'-process, then this decomposition is unique. Of course, the less trivial problem is to show that a given process does have such a decomposition. For a class of supermartingales, this problem was discussed in [2] .
If the stochastic base (fi,y, P, (a) of Section 1 is such that However, r(YA,) = r(Yx). If (A,) were natural, we would conclude that x = r(x) which contradicts our choice of x. Thus (A,) is not natural.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.7, we shall see that so-called regular processes have a Doob-Meyer decomposition (Theorem 2.13 below). DEFINITION 2.8. Let (X,) be an L '-process. We say that (X,) has a mean forward derivative DX, at s E Ip ' if (l/h) M,(X,+h -X,) --) DX, in L'(%, 5) as h 1 0.
Note that DX, E L'('u,, 5). 
An L'-process (X,) is said to be regular if DX, exists for all t E IF; + and if both t k X, and t b DX, are L '-continuous maps.
Nelson has introduced various regularity conditions IS], and calls a process (over a stochastic base, as in Section 1,) satisfying the requirements of Definition 2.10 an Rl process. Using Nelson's proof, one readily obtains the following theorem. Proof. This is clear from the definitions and Theorem 2.11.
Q.E.D. It follows that the right hand side of Eq. 2.3 is independent of T>, t, and hence that (2,) = (X, -sk DX, ds) is an L'-martingale. Thus, by Theorem 2.7,
is a decomposition of (X,) into a martingale and a natural L '-process.
The uniqueness of such a decomposition follows from Corollary 2.5. Q.E.D.
Remark. Theorem 2.13 tells us that whilst it is generally false that X, = X0 + j"; DX, ds (see Proposition 2.9), the "fundamental theorem of calculus" does hold for regular processes modulo martingales.
A weak form a naturalness suffices to establish the uniqueness of the decomposition of certain submartingales given in [2, 31.
14. An L'-process (A,) is said to be nearly natural if Eq. 2.1 holds for all t > 0 and all Y in some o(Loo, L')-dense subset of Lrn(%, 5).
We do not know whether or not a nearly natural process is necessarily null at t = 0. Evidently, if (2,) is a nearly natural L r-martingale, then Z, = 0 for all t E R +. In fact, as in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we see that s(YZ,) = 0 for all Y in some u(Loo, L *)-dense subset of Lm('u, r), which implies that Z, = 0. We note also that Corollary 2.5 has an obvious analogue for nearly natural processes. Such spaces accommodate a plentiful supply of nearly natural processes. THEOREM 2.16. Let (a, z, (a,)) be tempered. Then every L'-process with locally finite variation and null at t = 0 is nearly natural. In particular, every increasing process null at t = 0 is nearly natural.
Proof
Let (A,) be a I,'-process with locally finite variation and such that A, = 0. Then, with the notation of Definition 2.2, for t > 0 and YE 8. COROLLARY 2.17. If (U, 7, (?I,)) is tempered and (A,) and (B,) are increasing L'-processes null at t = 0 such that (A, -B,) is a martingale, then A, = B, for all t >, 0. In particular, fan L'-process can be decomposed into the sum of a martingale and an increasing L'-process null at t = 0, then such a decomposition is unique.
Proof. By Theorem 2.16, (A, -B,) is nearly natural and so is zero.
Q.E.D.
PROCESSES OVER THE CLIFFORD PROBABILITY GAGE SPACE
The results of Section 2 allow us to deduce the uniqueness of the decomposition of certain submartingales over the Clifford gage space given in (2,3) . Let (G?, m, (q)) be the Clifford gage space with the filtration given in 121. (V is the von Neumann algebra generated by the fermion fields acting on the Fock space over L*(W', ds), P, is that subalgebra generated by the fields smeared with test-functions with support in [O, t] , and m is the vector state on G? given by the Fock vacuum.) If (X,) is an L'(e)-martingale, then [2] there is an essentially unique adapted element d in P&(lR +, ds; L'(F)) such that X, =X0 + jkz(s) dYS, where the integral is the It&-Clifford stochastic integral. (!P$ = Y~ro,sl) is the fermion field smeared with the testfunction x,,,~, e L2 (R ', dx) .)
The L'-submartingale (X:X,) can be written as
for t > 0, where (Z,) is an L'-martingale and f is a non-negative adapted element of 9,i,,(lR+, ds; L'(g)). In fact, Eq. 3.1 holds withfgiven byf(s) = (@(s))*(,L&(s)), where p is the parity operator (for details, see [2, 31) . It is natural (or at any rate nearly natural) to ask whether or not the decomposition given by Eq. 3.1 is unique. The answer is that it is. The next result is a converse to Theorem 2.13.
Q.E.D. Proof. It is well-known that the linear span of Wick monomials in the fermion fields is u(L30, L')-dense in P, and that s i--t M, Y is L" -continuous for any Wick monomial Y [2] . Hence (%', m, ('4)) is tempered.
We can now strengthen Theorem 3.1. (ii) By polarization, it suffices to consider X, = Y,. But then z,= ix,,x,)--:xI is a martingale by Eq. 3.1. The uniqueness follows from Corollary 2.5.
We note that if (f,) is uniformly bounded on Rf and if (X,) is a bounded element of !IJli, so that X, = M,X, for a unique element X, E L*(g) [ We would like to indicate here that the isometry property of the stochastic integral leads immediately to a "mean Kunita-Watanabe inequality." THEOREM 3.9. Let (X,), (Y,) belong to !JJli and let f: iR+ + L"(g) and g: R + + La, (5F) be such that, for each t > 0, f is the limit (in L co(F)) p,-a.e. on [0, t] of a unl$ormly bounded sequence (f,) of simple processes, and g is Hence, by Schwarz' inequality in L'(V), and replacing X by X*, Y by Y*, we obtain the required inequality.
For general f and g, one simply writes the inequality for approximations f, and g,, respectively, and takes the limit as n -+ co; the properties of (f,) and (g,) being sufficient to ensure the existence of such limits. (In this connection, we should remark that all integrals are Bartle-integrals [ 61, the variation and semivariation (w.r.t. La(g)) of the L'(P)-valued vector measure d(X, Y) are equal, and a pu,-null set is also d(X, Y)-null.)
